ELP, SAM, CAM lead on L Catterton Asia buying 10% stake in Future Lifestyle Fashions
Singapore-based private equity firm L Catterton Asia is buying a 10% stake in Kishore Biyani-led Future Lifestyle Fashions for approximately Rs. 846 Crores.

L Catterton Asia is acquiring the stake in Future Lifestyle through a mix of preferential allotment and secondary purchase of shares.

Future Lifestyle is backed by PremjiInvest, which is also offloading stock worth 334 crores, reported VCCircle.

**Economic Laws Practice** advised Future Lifestyle Fashions with a team led by Partners . . .
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**Ram Krishan Chopra**

Justice Karnan is a great personality in the arena of Judecial System , he tried to unearthen the bad elements persisted in the judercy who are sucking the blood of effected people like Jokes (leaches) , and delaying polluting verdicts for honest and true Citizens, no one Citizens of India able have trust on Judicial systems. ... no one is coming darely to expose the to authorities of Judges Even the PM of India not dared like Karnan to take stern actions against the Corruption in Judeceries....
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**Ranjit K Singh**

judicial collective audacity/autocracy because no one is above them . . . we the people pay for you be a good servant not master. We need a revolution to rein this audacious collective judiciary having ultra vires powers.

Like · Reply · 76 · 45w · Edited
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**Gopinath Bdo**

dr sir wts d present status of his
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**Nagendra Choudhary**

This should change

Like · Reply · 11 · 43w
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**Rajesh Sharma**

Why corrupt judges can use Contempt of Court as a weapon against an advocate who is fulfilling his duty to assist court in reaching truth? Disrespect to an advocate by any judge is also Contempt of the Court but our coward leaders of the bars are just henchmen of the corrupt judges so they prefer to ignore this and stand with the Bench in punishing upright advocates. Shameful.

Like · Reply · 48 · 48w
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**Mahesh Sharma**
Asok Pande
I have been convicted under the contempt of courts act and sentenced to 3 months imprisonment for writing a letter to CJ against the misbehavior of judge but in SC and high court so many senior lawyers make a lot of nonsense comment but no action is taken. The contempt of courts act is being very selectively applied.

Like · Reply · 124 · 46w

Shouket Mohjoo
Justice karman was summoned by the honourable sepreme court, he should have appeared b4 the honourable supreme court bench to clearify his stand

Like · Reply · 17 · 42w

Srinivas Madhusudhan Kandada
This is the most realistic response

Like · Reply · 2 · 37w

Ravinder Singh Ghotra
REASON IS JUSTICE NOT5BLIND6BUT PRETEND

Like · Reply · 2 · 37w

Priyanka Arora
The process of designation does not take other aspects in consideration excepts success in terms of volume or money. Court hardly looks into the method and kind of litigation one is involved in. Lawyers who have nexus and govt panel easily get it but others don't find themselves in race.

Like · Reply · 114 · 1y

Rohit Singh
Hardly there are approx 100 families in the country,Whose progney deserve for elevation to H.C or to Apex court. And few of them were cousels for State or various Corporations. Repeal law of contemt then real picture will emerge before Society.

Like · Reply · 64 · 1y

Syed Mohammed Shahnawaz
Rohit Singh ....it is exclusive club where a child born as HC judge

Like · Reply · 68 · 1y
Saurav Sharma

If a person selected as a judge in a lower judiciary at the age limit between 25 to 27, then this person have got minute chance of elevation to H. C otherwise i have not heard any chief justice of any h. c who had selected as a JMIC

Like · Reply · 2 · 51w

DoctorEmmanuel Healer

What crime did he commit? He raised allegations against some judges. Instead of investigating his allegations, the very same judges were allowed to hear his case - and then punish him. NOT FAIR AT ALL. Even now, there is time - investigate the allegations. If the allegations are false, punish Karnan for defamation. If allegations are proved right, punish those judges and change or correct the system in such a way that corrupt judges dont remain in office.
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R Venkata Krishnan

He himself is a highly corruptive person and his allegation is similar to "kettle calling the pot black"....
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Nata Rajan

Venkata Krishnan Not a proper argument.

Like · Reply · 48 · 50w

Ashutosh Bose

Nata Rajan

Like · Reply · 6 · 46w
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